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which is or may be brought against the same. And
mWXOUS.
« skill of their gallant commander, they were
they shall decide by lot, which of the said towns of
„
... , , 2 „ .
“* repulsed with immense slaughter.
s West Machias and East Machias, shall have the
PUBLISHED BY
By parcicc.-.r request we publish the fo^ ow.ngex-1 The foe wéré discouraged by this defeat,
custody of the books, records and papers of the said
tract, from
works of the Rev. John W.ll.son, : but àfiU determined oh the attempt to gain by
JMiES K. REMICH.
town of Machias.
Sect. 7. Be it further enacted, That any Justice of Dundee, Sootland, and shaV occasionally make ex- ’ stratagem, what négociation and force had
Conditions—5G per annum, if paid in the
of the Peace in the County of Washington, may call
> aiike iaiIed in procuring forthem. Every
course of the first six months. $2 00 if not paid RR' ’ a town meeting for the choice of town officers, and tracts from ht works ofthat learned divine.
ON
THE
SABBATH.
.
disposition was therefore made, as if they intil after the expiration of the year. And no papers ' other^business usually transacted at annual town1
Quest. For what end hath God appointed a tended another assault«, The gallant Karlin»
Karlin
, meetings, in either of the said towns by this Act indiscontinued until all arrearages are paid.
! corporated, by posting up notices thereof at some* weekly Sabbath ?
ski.
jdns. God hath appointed it for manifesting of his
public places in such town, seven days before such*
~~~— ---- — ------ on the heights array’d
meeting. And the same Justice shall preside at such own glory, at)d particularly for displaying his sove
ÜAWS OF MAINE.
His trusty companions, few, but undismay’d.”
reign power and authority over all his creatures. It
meeting, until a moderator is chosen.
must
.cprtaitfly
be
a
high
acknowledgment
of
God
’
s
and
relying on his good cause, and the brave
Sect.
8.
Be
it
further
enacted,
That
until
the
next
AN ACT to divide the town of Machias, and incor
porate the towns of West Machias, East Machi apportionment of Representatives, the said towns of universal dorpinion and supremacy, to have all the ry of his followers, excited as it was by their
West Machias, East Machias, and Machias Port, world every week, in one day, lay aside their own recent victory, looked fearlessly to the result
as, and Machias Port.
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of $half constitute a district .fpr^ecting one Reprefeen- business, uh at *bey may jointly worship him in a
of their approaching conflicto The adversa
r
nhimxer.
p&tb/e in the Legislftew^h||^bg State. And the publv
Representatives, in Legislature assembled,
He
the Sabbath for the benefit of his ry advanced still nearer and nearer ; they
all that part of the town of Machias, in the Coihq* | meeting of the Selectmen of th^aid towns, fur asof Washmgtbn, whiciiAes south Of the follpwingdes; | cerbdniijgthe election bf Representative, according creatures, and particularly in compassion to fallen were already within gun shot Of the castle
cribed line, viz : beginning at the easterly litre pf to the provisions of the Constitution^ shall be ap man ; for he saw man’s heart would be so glued to ivalls, when their front rank unfolded, and an
said town, two miles frora the southeast corner pointed and notified by the Selectmen of West Ma the world, so drenched in sensuality, that, were he armed man, leading a wdmah by the hand
left to himself, he would not allow one day in a
thereof, and running a straight course to the north chias.
Sect. 9. Be it further enacted, That all Courts month, frây, in a year, for divine worship ; but would (, With a child in her arms, came forward. The
corner of land of John C. Jones, formerly owned
by James Gooch ; thence by the north line of said heretofore held in that part of Machias, which is, have drudged himself, his servants and beasts,. even , beseiged gazed on one another in astonishland to the western corner thereof ; thenee by the by this Acri incorporated as West Machias, shall to death, in pursuit of worldly things, without mind- ment at the unexpected appearance r and
mg any thing that is better. Wherefore a merciful
. i
■
j i »
west line of said lot, southerly, to land of Ephraim be held at Said West Machias, at the times by law God
has strictly commanded man to rest one day .
ns. h aS
spcll“bound, remained lookHadley; thence on said Hadley’s northerly line, to established. And all suits and matters pending in,
*or sotBe time in mute amazement $
the creek ; thence bv said Creek, and the middle of and all writs, precepts, processes, and recognizan every week, from all worldly concerns, that there- I lnS on
Xhe channel of East River, till it intersects the chan ces, returnable to either of the said Courts to be by he might, io a manner, be Jaiu under a necessity nil on a sudden he uttered a loud cry, and exnel of West River; thence by the middle of the holdenat Machias, shall be returned to, entered, to mind his soul, and the things of another World ; claimed, u Almighty God ! it is my son ! my
channel of West River, to where the dividing line proceeded upon, and heard at said Courts, to be and, in the mean time, the poor toiled beasts, as well Sigismund !” and fell motionless on the ram
ds men’s bodies, might have some rest and ease; for
between land of Francis Libby and Henry Cates held at West Machias.
parts.
their preservation and support.
(Approved by the Governor, Jan. 24, 1826.)
would, if continued, intersect said channel; thence
It was indeed his son, whom thé enemy^
But
more
particularly,
the
Sabbath
is
designed
for
on the said dividing line of Cates and Libby, to the
sur soul’s eternal welfare.
at
the instigation of a friend^ had surprised
head of said Libby’s lot; thence by the head of the
AN ACT to incorporate the town of Cutler.
The Sabbadi tends highly to our instruction, and with his nurse and carried away, and had
said Libby’s lot, to the south west corner of the
Sect.
X.
Be
it
enacted
by
the
Senate
and
House
to
the
keeping
up
the
lively
impressions
of
the
truths
same ; thence by the head of the Plihney Lot, so
now placed in front of their army ; hoping
called, to land of James Crocker ; thehce by said of Representatives, in Legislature assembled, That, of Christianity in our memories. The Sabbath re
Crocker’s north line, to the north west corner of his the Plantation number eleven, in the county of curring every week, doth still of new lay before us through this expedient to be able to advance
lot; thence south to the north line of Lot number Washington, bounded Northerly by Plantation num a compendious view of these essential doctrines: to the castle walls, without being Exposed to
sixty three, second division, upon E. Waterhouse ■ ber twelve, Easterly by Plantation number nine, The creation of the world, man's fall, Christ's in the fire of the hostile ramparts.
and Westerly by carnation and satisfaction, his death, resurrection,
junr’splan; then following the north line of said Southerly by the Bay of Fl
Their cunning was at first successful—the
lot number sixty three, to the north west corner Machias Bay, so called, together with the Island and victory, for completing our redemption : Be besieged, from their love to their adored com
called
Cross
Island
and
other
small
Island>Southsides
that
glorious
and
eternal
rest
above,
provided
thereof: thence southwardly by the
lines of
mander, dared not discharge a single cannon,
Lots number sixty three, sixty two, sixty one and erly of said Plantation in said Bay ©f Fundy, and for the pepple of Gdd.
It tends to promote holiness, spirituality, and and the Swedes approached, undisturbed,
sixty, upon the said plan, to land of William Hol- |’ between said Cross Island on the West, and the
way ; thence by said Holway’s west line, to Little I* East line of said Plantation number nine, extended heavenly-mindedness, in us; and that two ways. 1. almost to the foot of the walls, and prepared
Kennebec Bay ; with the inhabitants thereof, be and |I Southerly into said Bay of Fundy, on the East,<with By calling us off frem die temporal to spiritual em to scale them.—Karlinski at this moment, re
the same hereby is, incorporated into a town, by the ■’ the inhabitants thereof, bu, Sc they hereby are, incor ployment. Sensual objects through the week are
name of Machias Port; with all the powers and porated into a town by the name of Cutler ; and the ready to alienate our affections from God, and wear covered his senses, but it was only to suffer a
Inhabitants of said town are hereby vested with all spiritual things out of our minds ; fox' recalling greater anguish. He saw the danger, bnt no
privileges which other towns in this State enjoy.
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That all that part the powers, privileges and immunities, which the whereof«, the Sabbath seasonably returns, and pre means of averting it without a sacrifice too
of said Machias, which lies north of the aforedes- inhabitants of towns within this State, do or may by sents and entertains us with divine objects.
2. By affording us a lively emblem of heaven, and dreadful to think of. u I have lost,” he cried
cribed line, and west of the following described line, law enjoy.
Sect.
2.
Be
it
purther
enacted,
That
any
Justice
the
conversation of the glorified saints, in celebra out in a despairing voice, “ seven brave sons
viz : beginning at the middle of the channel of West
River, where the west line of the lot whereon Joseph of the Peace within said county, is hereby empower ting that eternal Sabbath above : For, as in heaven in battle for my country, and is this last sac
Hoit lives, would, if continued, intersect the said ed to issue his warrant to some inhabitant in said there is no buying, selling, nor any worldly business, rifice still required of me?” A death-like
channel, and running by the said west line, and the town, directing him, in such mode as said Justice but a continual speaking of God, enjoying commun pause ensued, broken only by the cries of
west line of Daniel Hott’s lot, to land of John Dick shall direct, giving seven days notice at least, to no ion with him, adoring and praising him forever, the child, whose feature now could be dis
inson ; thence westward by the heads of the sever tify the Inhabitants thereof, to meet at such time without any mixture of other affairs ; so the Lord
al lots laid out fronting on West River and Middle and place as he shall appoint, to choose su^i officers will have an emblem or representation hei’eof, as tinctly traced, as he was still carried in &$*
.river, weekly bis people on earth, ? vanee of th^
River, to th$ west corner of ¿.he sch^l lot ;
j as other towns are empowered to choose at their ne^i as may
toWr mootings. *'
by ufie
wherein they must lay aside all ski at last seemed insr ¡red with superhuman
by the west line of the said school lot to land of
Sect. 3. Be it further enacted, That the said toWn’ worldly things, and be wholly employed in the ser
Thomas Gardner ; thence by said Gardner’s south
strength—he snatched thé lighted brand from
and west lines, and by the heads of the several lots of Cutler shall be entitled to vote in the choice of a vice of God, and, work of heaven : And this is inor one of the gunners—God ! (he cried) I was
laid out fronting on Hadley’s Lake, northward, to Representative to the Legislature of this State, in der both to keep them in mind of, and make them
a Pole before I was a father,” and with his
lot number one hundred and thirty six, on the plan the same class, and in the same manner as it was meet for, that inheritance of the saints in light.
own hand, discharged the gun which was to
aforesaid ; thence by the south line of the said lot allow cd and authorized to do, previous to the pass
number one hundred and thirty six, to the south ing of this Act.
be
the signal for a general volleys
smscEiXAireotjrs.
(Approved by the Governor, Jan. 26, 1826.)
west corner thereof; thence by the west line of lots
A tremendous fire was immediately poured
number one hundred thirty six, one hundred thirty
from every battlement: it swept away to
From the London Literary Gazette.
AN ACT to incorporate the town of Howland.
five, one hundred thirty four, one hundred thirty
death Karlinski’s infant, and great multi
three, one hundred thirty two, one hundred thirty
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
one, and ope hundred and thirty, to lot number one Representatives in Legislature assembled, That
tudes of the enemy ; the besieged made a
> CASPAR KARLINSKI.
hundred twenty nine, upon the same plan ; thence plantation number one in the seventh range, North
vigorous sally; Karlinski was completely
A POLISH ANECDOTE.
north ten degrees west, to the north line of Machi of the Waldo Patent, on the West side of Penobscot
victorious, and Olftzyn was delivered.
as ; be, and the same hereby is, with the inhabitants river, in the county of Penobscot, bounded thus ;
In the course of the sanguinary war which
thereof, incorporated into a town, by the name of beginning at a birch tree marked, in the North line
West Machias, with all the powers and privileges of the old Indian purchase, and running North Eas was carried on between the Swedes and the
TO DRIVE INSECTS FROM TREES.
which other towns in this State enjoy.
terly by said river to the South line of township Poles, in the sixteenth century, respecting the
Sect. 3. Be itfurther enacted, That all that part numbered one, in the eighth range ; thence West, rights of Sigismund the Third, the King of
Bore a hole into the trunk of the trees, as
of Machias aforesaid, which lies north of said Ma by said township numbered one, township numbered
far as, or into the heart, fill it with sulpher
Poland,
to
the
throhe
of
Sweden,
the
Swedish
chias Port, and East of said West Machias, be, and two, and part of township numbered three, in the
the same is hereby, with the inhabitants thereof, in eighth range, to the North East corner of Maxfield ; usurper prepared to invade Poland with the and place in it a well fitted plug. A' tree
corporated into a town, by the name of East Machi thence Southerly, on the line of Maxfield, to the whole force of his kingdom. Sigismund, una from four to eight inches in diameter, re
as ; with all the powers and privileges which other South East, corner thereof ; thence West one mile, ble to make head in the field against the over quires a hole large enough to admit the little
towns in this State enjoy.
on the South line of Maxfield ; thence South, to the
finger, and in the same proportion for otheE
Sect. 4. Be it further enacted. That the property North line of the old Indian purchase ; and thence whelming superiority of the enemy, content larger and smaller trees. This will usually
ed
himself
with
reinforcing
the
garrisons
of
.
¥
belonging to the said town of Machias, except the East on that line, to the bound first mentioned, with
books and papers, shall be sold, and the proceeds the inhabitants thereon, be incorporated into a town his frontier towns, and placing in the chief j drive the insects away in the course of forty
thereof, and of the credits and taxes due to the said by the name of Howland ; And the inhabitants of command warriors of approved courage and ) eight hours, but uniformly succeeds, perhaps
town, shall, after discharging the debts and liabilities said town are hereby vested with all the powers, fidelity.
’ sometimes after a longer time. These facts
of the same, incurred previous to the passing of this privileges and immunities, which the inhabitants
Among others, the King selected Caspar ; were mentioned to me by the Rev. Dr. WoodAct, and after discharging the expenses of settling of other towns within this State, do, or may, by
Karlinski, as one on whom he could safely re-1 ruff- He stated that a fine large shade tree
the concerns of the said town, be divided among the law enjoy.'
said towns of West Machias, East Machias, and
Sect. 2. Beit further enacted, That any Justice ly in the emergencies of his situation. He I in Albany, was so infested with worms and
Machias Port, in proportion to the estates in said of the Peace, within said county, is hereby Empow was a nobleman, then advanced in years, and catterpillers, that the passers by were obligtowns respectively, according to the valuation for ered to issue his warrant to some inhabitant of said renowned among his countrymen, not so I
to make a circuit round to avoid it. It
assessing taxes the last year. And if the proceeds town, directing him to notify the inhabitants thereof
of the said property, credits and taxes, shall be in to meet at such time and place, as he shall appoint, mach for his wealth or his rank, as for the became so much of a nuisance that they were
sufficient to meet such, expenses and liabilities, the to choose such officers as other towns are empow dauntless valor he had frequently displayed j on the point of cutting it down ; when applisaid towns of West Machias, East Machias and ered to choose at their annual town meetings.
in the service of his native land. He willing-; cation of this experiment in forty eight hours
Machias Port, shall be held to contribute therefor
Sect. 3. Be it further enacted, That ths said ly obeyed the command of his sovereign, and ’ entirely cleared it of the insects. Col. Rutin the same proportion.
town of Howland shall be entitled to vote in the
Sect. 5. Be it further enacted. That all persons choice,of a Representative to the Legislature of this repaired immpdi it&ly to the fortress of 01ft- gers, of New York has tried this experiment
I with uniform success ; and in several innow chargeable to the said town of Machias, as State, jp the same class as said plantation was al zyn, the post assigned to him.
A formidable body of the enemy soon made ( stances, fruit trees which were almost lifeless
paupers, and all persons, who, having a settlement lowed and authorized to do, previous to the passing
in Machias, but removed therefrom, and not having of this Act.
Sil Journal»
their appearance before Olftzyn, and a were restored.
gained a settlement elsewhere, shall hereafter be
[Approved by the Governor, Feb. 10,1826.]
threatening
summons
to
surrender
was
sent
come chargeable, as paupers, shall, if born in Ma
The following short but pithy dialogue
to Karlinski. His answer was—“ I will obey
chias, havti their settlement in that town, within
the limits of which they were born ; and if not born | AN ACT to incorporate the town of Carthage.,
no orders but those of my king, and will keep ; passed between two negroes soon after the
in Machias, shall have their settlement in that town,
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate, and House the faith I have pledged to him untarnished i surrender of Lord Cornwallis, at the siege of
where they have usually resided.
of Representatives in Legislature assembled, That till death.” The enemy changed their mode little York »
Sect. 6. Be it further enacted, That notwith the Plantation called and known by the name of
Mingo—Hallao, budder Sam, how you do ?
standing this division of the town of Machias, the in Number Four, in the County of Oxford, bounded of attack, and made him the most splendid
Sam—O, don no, budder Mingo, mighty
habitants thereof shall continue, in their corporate south by Dixfield, easterly by Temple and Wilton, offers—a seat in the senate, the highest rank,
capacity, liable to sue and be sued for the purpose and north by Weld, with the inhabitants thereof, and boundless possessions, if he would sur poorly.
of collecting and receiving all taxes and debts due be, and they hereby are incorporated into a town by render Olftzyn and embrace their party.
Mingo—Poorly ! indeed ! ypu no hear de
to the said town ; of discharging all the contracts or the name of Carthage.
news
?
Karlinski
treated
their
bribes
with
greater
other liabilities thereof, incurred prior to the passing
Sect. 2. Be it further enacted, That any Justice
Sam—No. What sorter news ?
of this Act. and of disposing, and dividing the pro of the Peace, within said county, is hereby empow scorn than their threats. The hostile leaders
ceeds of the property of the said town, according ered to issue his warrant, to some inhabitant of said set before him the disproportion of the con
Mingo—Why dont you know dat are great
to the provisions of this Act. And the Treasurers town, hereby incorporated, directing him to notify tending forces, the weakness of his side, and man dey call Cornwallis ?
of the said towns of West Machias, East Machias, the inhabitants thereof, to meet at such time and
Sam—Yes, I hear nufl’ bout him shooting
and Machias Port, shall, ex officiis, be a committee place, as he shall appoint, to choose such officers, as the consequent dangers to which he exposed
for the said purposes, with power to appoint a towns are empowered to choose, at their annual himself by his obstinacy. Karlinski saw on arter de wite folk all over de country.
Mingo—Well I spose you know Ginral
treasurer of the Corporation, who shall succeed to town meetings.
ly the peril of his country, and remained eall the powers and dutiesof Treasurer of the town of
Sect. o. Be it further enacted, That until a new qually inflexible. Convinced at last of his Washington ?
Machias, to examine and adjust all accounts and de apportionment of Representatives, said town of unbending integrity, and confident of victory,
Sam—O yes I knows ole massa.
mands against the same, anddfaw all necessary or Carthage shall, for the purpose of choosing a Rep
Mingo
—Well, I tell you what ; he no Corn
the
enemy
made
a
furious
attack
upori
the
ders
upon the
said
commence
uuiau^uii
me b
<*iu Treasurer
iicaauici,; to
to uoiuiuci
jcc and
aiKi resemative
resentative in me
the legislature,
Legislature, be classed v,with the

prosecute any suite in the name of the inhabitants, : towns of Mexico, Dixfield, Weld and Peru.
and to defend any suit, complaint,, or indictment^ ‘

[Approvecl by the Governor, Feb. 20," 1826.]

castle ; but through the strength of the walls, wallis now, he Co6-wallis ; Ginral Washing
the bravery of the besieged, and still more ton ¿shell all de corn off him too slick.

tess
amendments to the Constitution of the IT. States. for he did not recollect it. and he hoped the gentle
Mr. Bryan, of North Carolina, delivered a chaste man would correct him if he had misrepresented his
and energetic speech in favor of Mr. McDuffie’s meaning, for he had no intention to do so. He then
n asked ever:
resolutions; and Mr. Polk, of Tennessee, followed thought the gentleman had inadvertantly and un
NINETEENTH CONGRESS............... FIRST. SESTON.
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
him in an elaborate argument to the same point. consciously wandered from the regions of fact into
------When the latter gentleman had concluded, the com the mazes of fancy. For “ no such approaches had Mr. Remich,
SENATE.
It is time for the people of this town to áwake to
mittee rose, on motion of Mr. Pearce,' of Rfiode been made to me, (said Mr. H) and 1 was sure that
SATURDAY, MARCH 11.
Island ; and the House after granting the. commit no man in the least acquainted with that gentle their true interest. “ The spirit of improvement R
J&nof;
man’s purity, integrity, and patriotism, would ven abroad upon the earthf and the time has emphatically
Thomas B. Reed, a Senator of Mississippi, ap tee leave to sit again, adjourned.
people ever g
ture so to approach him. And I confess, sir, that the arrived when the people of this place should discard
peared, was sworn, and took his seat.
TUESDAY, MARCH 14.
Zmost pleasan,
Several bills from the other House, of local and
Mr. Stuart, of Pennsylvania, from the Committee impression then made is pot yet entirely obliterated.” all selfish views and make one noble effort to improve
’’ Where is o,
private import, were reported, without amendment. on Roads and Canals, to whom the memorial of a
But observation and reflection had led him to the its condition. We talk of benefits that might & proba
L doing to sec
apprehension,
that
something
may
creep
into
this
number
of
the
citizensof
Maine,
relative
to
the
im

bly
would
result
from
locating
the
courts
and
county
EXECUTIVE BUSINESS.
«rty? Certaml;
House,
which,
though
it
may
not
properly
be
called
provement
of
the
Kennebec
River,
and
its
connec

records
here,
but
a
thousand
questions
of
the
kind
com

The Senate proceeded to the consideration of Ex
K ind landing
ecutive business and remained with closed doors till tion with the St. Lawrence, made a report thereon, Corruption, will be scarcely less deleterious in ef bined and carried into effect would not produce half
Tto the town.
which was read and laid on the table. The report fect7. He began to fear that it would become so the benefit that would result from the opening of a ca
5 o’clock.
Adjourned.
points out the practicability of the proposed work, much a matter of course for every learned member* nal from the Mousom River into the sea on the Wes
the facility with which it can be executed, and the either to propose an amendment to the constitution, tern side of Great Hill for the purpose of navigation
MONDAY, MARCH 13.
KES
Mr. Randolph submitted the following motion for great advantages that are to be derived from it, or to make a speech on a proposition made by an and thereby obtain a direct and easy channel for sloop
other, too long to be delivered in one day, or to be navigation from our village to the ocean.
•^TURDA
both in a commercial and military point of view.
consideration :
published in one newspaper, even a newspaper of
Resolved, That a message te sent to the House of
“ It is a common remark, because it is a striking
-—"'"mo
very extraordinary size, or both ; that even at a and true one, that the wealth and prosperity of a na
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15.
Representatives to request of them the copy of a
time
when
the
people
are
very
tranquil,
and,
appar

As soon as the journal of the previous day was
bill passed by the Senate, entitled “ An act to sus
n, an act of the
tion depend much more on the intelligence and public
pend the privilege of the writ of Habeas Corpus^ for read, Mr. Owen, of Alabama, rose and addressed ently perfectly satisfied with the constitution as it spirit of its people, than on the natural advantages it
Lidualsofthistl
is
;
when
no
memorial
addressed
to
Congress,
no
a limited time, in certain cases.”
the chair as follows :
may possess. And this femark is equally as applica
irposeofimpt’o'’1
In making the motion, Mr. R. remarked, that in
Mr. Speaker—The-painful duty of announcing voice of any popular assembly shall afford the ble to towns and cities as it is to nations. The for
ver, are attthoriZ'
the year 1807, on motion by Mr. Giles, in the Senate, to the House the death of the distinguished Repre slightest evidence of popular discontent; that even tunes of towns as well as nations, aré placed in the
a committee was appointed, consisting of Mr. Giles, sentative of the State of Mississipi, has devolved on then, some twenty or thirty propositions tc) amend hands of their citizens, and the prosperity of both will
Lel,s°lliatit
Mr. Adams, and Mr. Smith, of Maryland, to inquire me. I do not—I cannot attempt a panegyric on the the constitution will be made in a session, and alikç be measured by their deserts. If the inhabitants
Le»where nia
into the expediency of making this suspension. A bill memory of the deceased.—His death"fs a national so much of the time of tW Heuse must be en pf a town are contracted in their views, and narrow and
hedges. And.t'
was accordingly reported by the committee, which calamity. He was, sir, a statesman, a patriot, and grossed in listening to the long and learned selfish in their feelings ; if each is unwilling to make
ligation, they at
passed the Senate and was sent to the House of an honest man. His loss to his state is irretrievable speeches alluded-to, and in discussing the all im any individual sacrifices to promote the future good of
Representatives under the injunction of secrecy. —his place cannot easily be filled. Virtuous, phi portant question of the time when the session shall the whole ; if their selfishness prevents them from act
1 it wherever it i
This injunction was removed by the House, and the lanthropic and charitable—all who knew him were be brought to a close; for it will be recollected, ing in concert, and from bringing into operation their u«
Iportance ofopei
bill was rejected by a vote 113 to 19. This bill his friends—enemies he had none. I beg leave, sir, that in these modern times, a very considerably fiited powers, to removeiiaturai evils under which they
loin this village e
portion of the first session of every Congress is
could not be found on the files of the Senate, and if to propose the following resolution :
to improve the natural advantages which they
any where, it was on the files of the House of Rep
h be obvious to
^Resolved, That the members of this House will consumed in settling this ■ question, notwithstanding labor,
possess,
their
town,
whatever
may
be
its
natural
ad»
resentatives. Mr. R. said that this act was the first testify their respect for the memory of Christopher that terrific weapon, “ the ayes and noes/’ is occa
L profess to
vantages,
will
never
be
distinguished
by
its
nujhbers
3
^
oblation made by Mr. Adams to power, when he Rankin, by wearing crape on the left arm for thir sionally brandished over our heads. He said, that
0Wever are foun<
he feared it will come to pass that so much time its wealth, or its prosperity. But if on the contrary,
sent in his adhesion and deserted his federal friends. ty days.
they
possess
that
intelligence
which
enables
them
to
[similar
undertal
will
be
consumed
by
Congress
in
this
way,
which
His sponsor at this baptism was Mr. Giles, who was
The resolution having been unanimously adopted,
now calling, in a loud voice, to be exonerated Mr. Owen then submitted the following, which was cap answer no other purpose than to demonstate discern their true interests and that public spirit
jays of ninety thn
that some of the members are learned, and others which makes them willing to bear any burden, which
from all further responsibility for having promised also agreed to unanimously :
Lt things are nc
and vowed certain things in his name, or in other
Resolved, That the members of this House will economical: that the claims of the war-worn suffer promises to promote the common good if they genI even dreamed i
erally
are
possessed
of
that
enlightened
and
generous
words, said Mr. R. to get another endorser, for he attend the funeral of the late Christopher Rankin, ing soldier—the brave, generous, patriotic, but un
L us of the pres<
fortunate sailor—-the bereaved widow, and hapless selfishness, which indentifies itself with the common
meant to takeliis name off his paper.
tomorrow morning, at 12 o’clock.
This suspension was a most extraordinary pro
A committee of arrangement, consisting of Mr. orphan, and others, who may have a right to look wellfare, and which leads each individual to seek for
teat wondermei
ceeding, opposed to the very words of the Constitu Owen, Mr. Livingston, Mr. Forsyth, Mr. Whipple, to Congress for redress of grievances, will be his own advantage among the.public blessing ; no
Lethe river,v
tion, which declared that it should not be suspended Mr. Strong, Mr. Alexander, ofVa., and Mr. Martin entirely neglected. Bills of relief may, indeed, common natural disadvatages, no ordinary embarrass
[hich surprises c
except when, in cases of rebellion or invasion, public was appointed ; and the Clerk was ordered to noti be reported by the standing committees have a first ments will be sufficient to crush the prosperity of
safety required it. Mr. R. gave notice that he fy the Senate thereof;. and the House adjourned to reading, be referred to a committee of the whole,- their town, or to stop its progress in business and . Ldtheimagina
House, made the order of the day for tomorrow, wealth, where this spirit exists and acts, prosperity is
Ln, thatanavit
should call up the subject tomorrow.
meet at 11 o’clock the next morning.
and ordered to be printed. Congress after Con the natural result : the hamlet grows to a village,
The Senate then resumed the consideration of
Lion in which
gress will make just so much progress in these cas the village, to the city. These remarks are of a gen
Executive business, and continued in session till
THURSDAY, MARCH 16.
¡oes seem to us t
some time after six o’clock.
The House assembled at 11 o’clock, in order tó es, till at length death puts an end to the sufferings eral nature,, but we must all feel that they are peculiar
lighted, but tha
attend the funeral of the late Christopher Rankin, of the original applicants, and . after a while, per ly applicable to this town, and all must acknowledge
the late Representative from the State of Mississip haps, you may do some measure of justice to their that their application gives much more occasion for
hndsaw,” roust
TUESDAY, MARCH 14.
reflection, than for pride. We- have indeed in this
Mr. Randolph withdrew the motion he submitted pi. As during life no member of the House was, legal heirs and representatives.
Lracticability.
These arbthe considerations which had led him town many persons who possess that economy and
yesterday, and moved to print the report of the perhaps, more generally esteemed, so the death of
Le discovers
to the conclusion that Congress ought to be depriv industry, and some who exert that activity and enterCommittee of the Senate, of which Mr. Adams was no one has excited a deeper feeling or regret.
ledge, which noi
The fineness of the day induced a great con ed of the power of squandering away a session in prize, which is honorable to themselves, and useful to
chairman, in relation to the expulsion of John Smith,
a member of the Senate from Ohio. In offering course of.spectators, and one universal feeling of discussing amendments to the constitution, uncalled the public. But if we were called on to point out an
[nd which frust
for by the people, oftener than once in ten years.
instance, in which, as a community, we have put forth
this motion, Mr. R. addressed the Senate from the respect and regret seemed to pervade the whole.
iursof the prese
By the rules of the House, the resolution lies on our strength, and given a proof of our public spirit
hour of meeting until 4 o’clock, in a series of desul
Previous to the (
the
table
of
course.
He
should
not
probably
ask
the
and
intelligence,
to
what
single
object
could
we
refer
f
tory remarks; in the course of which his attacks
FRIDAY, MARCH 17.
House, very soon, to take it into consideration—-.per As a community we bave been as inanimate as a
ed, by those who
upon the administration, upon the political charac
THE PANAMA MISSION.
haps not during the present session, unless he should corpse, and all that has been done to improve our nat
ter of Mr. John Adams ; upon the administration of
they should suet
The Speaker laid before the House a message find time, and be blessed with ability to prepare a
ural advantages and increase our businesss, has been
Mr. Jefferson ; upon the administrations of Mr. from the President of the United States, transmit
Dtherwise it is r
effected by the unaided efforts of single individuals;
Madison and Mr. Monroe, were repeated and. se ting information called for by the resolution of the long speech in its support.
would have beer
Our public spirit if it exists at all, exist s only in the
vere. He lashed reporters, talked Greek ; spoke House respecting the proposed Congress, or meet
Las the sole cat
germ. It has neither produced fruit to sustain, nor
of all the Grecian heroes; admitted that he was de ing of diplomatic agents, at Panama, and in relation
BIAIS,
AXiTXCXÆS.
flowers to adorn. And what excuse can we offer for
scended from one, (alluding to Pocahontas,) to to what objects the agents of the United States are
those who at thi
our lifeless inactivity ? Our situation is not sobad as
whom John Smith was under great obligations ; al expected to take part in the deliberations of that
HALLOWELL, MARCH 18.
tof opening a s
lowed that his predecessor, the present Secretary Congress. The message cCvupLr^ fifteen
to be hopeless, nor so good as to be incapable of im
FIRE AQA-TN!
y
fifteen. pages
paç;es
Should still be c
of War, was aman of good heart, but too good for closely written, of foolscap paper,
Tnis village was vispetf m Wednesday nigf-t Uy provement. Much might be done to psomwe oar
d ÍW acBum[able terminatio
the place he occupies ; believed in the salvation of panying documents thirty or forty mere.—The mes another destructive fire. The alarm Was given a- prosperity, and we have the wealth and power which
Socinians; thought the election of Mr. Adams to sage and documents were referred to the Commit boat 11 o’clock, and in two hours three steres and enable us to do much. The bone and muscle are
no good reason
the Presidency a more improbable event than to tee on Foreign relations, and 10,900 copies were a hatter’s shop, situate on Water-street, and in the ours, but the animating spiris is wanting.”
[the canal witl
suppose he would be impeached and tried by the ordered to be printed for the use of Congress ’--The centre of th© village, were consumed, together with
Nothing can bette r characterize the people of this
¿deepest part ol
Senate ; that the report of the Committee alluded President states that objects of the highest import a great part of their contents. The fire originated place, than the remarks here quoted.
to, showed him destitute of the most common idea ance, not only to the future welfare of the whole in a store occupied by Mr. Joseph O. Dunismer, and
[which it is pro]
It is the opinion of those who are best qualified to
of justice ; contended that in timé of peace, the Gen human race, but bearing directly upon the special is supposed to have caught from ignited soot, which judge, that the expence of opening the proposed ca
Lection, differs
eral Government had nothing to do, but attend to interests of this Union, vnll engage the deliberation fell from the funnel of the stove against the fire nal, and straitening the river for all the purposes con
[er excavation 1
the concerns of the Post Office; that this was the of the Congress of Panama, whether we are rep board. It was not discovered until the whole of the templated, would be but a few hundred dollars, ex
first administration that had tried buying up men, resented there or not ; and that others, if we are interior of the building was in a blaze, and ready to clusive of the labor, and even that, it is believed would
Kjidof Great I
and he was glad they had bought none but Craw represented, may be offered by onr Plenipotentiaries burst out from every part. All the goods, books
lest to the bed (
be
voluntarily
offered
by
the
people
of
this
and
the
ford men. He affirmed his willingness to unite with for consideration, having in new, both these great and papers of Mr. Dummer were burnt. The
[proposed that
neighboring
towns,
were
we
to
set
about
it
in
earnest.
any thing to put down this Stuart; described the results—our own interests, and the improvement of flames communicated to the adjoining buildings,
[ocean, it has b
old Federalists of the Boston stamp, as Monarchists the condition of man upon earth. It may be, he says, which were of wood, before there was time to form Yet strange to tell, this subject has been permitted
in principle, though for himself, he would belong to that in the lapse of many centuries, no other oppor the lanes, and get the engines in operation. All at to sleep nearly thirty years. It is seldom that any
|tual experimei
them rather than to these ultras. He adverted to tunity so favorable will be presented to the g^verp- tempts to save the four contigious wooden buildings, people even the mest stupid* do so long neglect such
reasons the ref
the degraded state of the District of Colombia, and mfcnt of the United States, to subserve the behevo- were from the first found to be in vain ; and it was important advantages, or that any town can have an
taking, and wl
opportunity
of
gaining
a
greater
benefit
at
a
less
ex

concluded by declaring his readiness to try the ulti lent purposes of Divine Providence, to dispense tfee only by the most active and unremitting exertions
now afforded
ma ratio vitorum—though he believed there would promised blessings of the Redeemer of mankind ; of the enginemen and citizens, that the progress of pence, The obstructions of the navigation in the Mou
be no occasion for it, as these people would sneak to promote the prevalence in future ages, of peace the flames were arresteff Before they spread further. som River are trifling compared with those that have
I
ceive of no ca
out, as they shrunk from the grapple of the Missou on earth, and good will to man, as will noW be pla The two stores adjoining those which were burnt, been removed from other places of much less impor
I ninety t^o, s
tance.
Why
then
should
ours
be
any
longer
neglect

rians and the close hug of the Georgia embrace ced in their power, by participating in the delibera was in the most imminent danger, and great ap
the gentlemer
alluding to the indisposition of the friends of the ad tions of this Congress.
prehension was for some time entertained for the ed ? No onecan doubt but it would greatly increase
I peared on th
ministration to engage in debate on the expediency
safety of the buildings on the opposite side of the the business and prosperity of.the place. It would
In addition to the message which accompanied street, wlffch were several times on fire, but extin turn the attention of people in therinterior to our village
of the Mission to Panama.
! but one sentir
The motion was rejected, when Mr. Randolph the documents and other information called for by guished by well directed applications of water from for a market, and ih addition to our present foreign
j
is in unison w
a
resolution
of
the
House,
the
following
was
also
trade,
the
coasting
business
could
be
introduced
here
gave notice that he should renew the same every
the engines. The whole loss in buildings and goods
ed, that with
day, and call for the ayes and noes upon its decis communicated, and being read, was referred to the is estimated at $6,000, on which $4,500 was insur <.o advantage. Our farmers would obtain a higher
Committee of Ways and Means :
price for their lumber and Wood, and would find here
ion.
least, might t
ed.
To the Senate and House of Representatives.
Two of the stores, which were burnt, were owned an increasing demand for all their surplus produce.
[ nature of the
Washington, 15th March.
THURSDAY, MARCH 16.
by Mr. David Page, and the other by Judge Mann ; New sources of wealth would be opened, and new in
r tions at its
I now submit to the consideration of Congress the neither of them Were insured. The hatter’s shop centives to activity and enterprize would be felt and
No business was transacted.
acknowledged.
become of su
propriety of making the appropriation necessary for belonged to
Elias Bond, and was insured to the
This place possesses many advantages within a few
carrying into effect the appointment pf a mission to amount of $500. Messrs. Martin & Woodbridge
FRIDAY, MARCH 17.
[ gation. Anc
occupied one of the stores ; none of their goods were miles, or it may even be said within a few rods of the
The Judiciary Bill from the House of Represen the Congress of of Panama.
generated at
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
insured ; and one was occupied by Mr. Timothy ocean, its water privileges and sites for manufacturing
tatives was made the order of the day for Wednes
f deduced to tl
Mooers, on whose goods were insured $2,000 ; and purposes are second to but few if to any in N. England.
day next.
MASSACHUSETTS CLAIMS.
| should be pr<
A bill was reported to establish a Southern Judi
The bill W “ authorize the settlement and pay the goods of Mr. Dummer were insured for the Nature has indeed done much for us, but we want the
cial District in the Territory of Florida, and a reso ment of the state of Massachusetts for certain ser same amount. Among the other sufferers by the spirit todo something for ourselves in order to re
| waler mark,
lution to report a bill providing for the repeal of the vices rendered during the late wâr,” wks postponed fire were Mr. T, B. Coolidge, Mr. E. Newell, and ceive the benefit of those advantages. Encouragement
1 er conseque
might
also
be
given
to
the
industrious
mechanic
to
Mr. Joseph Dummer. As a measure of precaution
duty on imported salt.
to Friday next.
cient to ansv
the shop of Mr. John K. Gilman was torn down by come and settle among us by the laying out and
opening of new streets to lauds in our village that
templatedci
direction of the ffre-wards.
amendment of the Constitution.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
.The two extensive fireswhich have followed each their small means might enable them to purchase and
We are sc
In the House of Representatives, on Wednesday, other in quick succession might lead to the conclu build upon. These are important considerations and
SATURDAY, MARCH 11.
> can be made
On motion of Mr. Bartlett, the Committee on the 8th inst. Mr. Herrick, of Maiiie, offered a resolution, sion that this village is peculiarly liable to calami should not be lost sight of. Othér towns are advan
subject of the establishment of a Naval School in proposing the following amendment to the constitu ties of the kind. But the contrary is the fact, for cing rapidly in improvement and wealth, new villages
I than a thouf
New London, was discharged from the further con tion.
from the settlement of the place until the beginning are springing up around us, but our snarl like move
! our citizens
sideration of it, and the same was referred to a
“ That Congress, if tw o thirds of both Houses of the present year, there was not half as much ments have left us just where we were thirty years ago«.
bf seeing sor
Committee of the whole.
shall deem it necessary, shall, in the year 1830, and property, destroyed by fire as there has been within Let notice be given and the work be commenced and I
| an object of i
On motion of Mr. Powell, the Committee, on Mil- in every tenth.year thereafter, and no oftener, pro the last four weeks. These two last instances, venture to affirm that much will soon be accom
. itary PenUons Was instructed to report on the expe-, pose, amendments to the constitution in the manner however, will ,servO as a sufficient warning to our plished.
[ of this vicini
diency of extending the provisions of the Pension prescribed in the fifth article of the original consti citizens to guard with the most vigilant care against
The fortunes of this town may emphatically be »aid
s procrastinai
Law of 1818, to the surviving officers and soldiers tution.”
the ravages of the destroying element. Measures to be placed in the hands ofits citizens. Let each one
, ‘especially a
who served in. the expedition of 1775 against Que
There is much good sense irc this proposition, as have recently been taken to procure a new engine come forward and do something, and as a communi
i be done ? I
bec.
with
a
suction
hose,
and
when
that
is
obtained
the
well as in the remarks of Mr. Herrick, which fol
ty we shal' do much. To whom was Rome, Athens,
DISMAL SWAMP CANAL.
commencin
conveniences
for
extinguishing
fire
will
be
very
ex

low :
or Sparta indebted for their unrivalled splendor but to
The bill to authorize the Treasury Department
When be first heard the corruption and corrup tensive and commodious. It is no more than justice her Citizens. Man was not placed here to be idle,
tlemen wh
to subscribe for 609 shares of the Stock of the Dis tibility of this House discoursed upon, he was inclin to say that at the fire on Wednesday night, every
W their
mal Swamp Canal Company, after much debate was ed to consider it as idle talk ; and when the gentle thing was done, which could be done. Great credit but to improve the advantages given him. If our
| ment will t
ordered to a third reading by the following vote :_ man from North Carolina, the other day, undertook is due to the engfoemen and citizens of Augusta and public men . are inactive, displace them, and honor
those
only
with
our
confidence
that
do
most
to
benefit
Yeas, 89,—Nays, 54..
Adjourned.
to explain to us both how corruption does, and how Gardiner, for the promptness and alacrity with and improve the place.
it does not, creep into this house ; when, if he rightly which, they repaired to the scene of conflagration.
Instead of our lifeless inactivity becoming only the
MONDAY, MARCH 13.
Mr. Se?
--------- Advocate.
understood him, he said in substance—that when a
tenants of the tomb, let us commence the work of im
MASSACHUSETTS CLAIMS.
ACCIDENT.
Piano Fori
candidate for the Presidency wishes to corrupt a
provement in earnest and we shall soon see a different
Mr. Dwight, of Mass, gave notice that on Friday member of this House, so as to obtain his support, - On the 14th ult. Lieut. James M’Gowan, while state of things, let them be carried into effect and our
ments, we
he should ask the House to go into committee on the he does not come directly to the member, and say, descending the Ohio River, in a steam-boat, on his stores and warehouses will soon be filled with abun
Thursday
Massachusetts Claims.
if you will aid my views, you shall have a part of: way to join one of the U, S. Vessels which was wait dance and our streets ^nd our village will soon present
AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION. my twenty five thousand dollars, but a friend is com ing for him, caught his arm in the gig wheel of the the hum of business.
wew 7!
A CITIZEN«
The orders of the day followed; and on motion of missioned to whisper in the ear of the member—if' engine, and it was immediately severed from his bo
£d a maim
Mr. McDuffie, the House went into committee of you will aid Mr. Such-a-one in obtaining the Presi dy. He was landed near Fredonia, Indiana, and
last May.
Mr. Remich—Permit me to enquire what
die whole on the state of the Union, for the purpose dency, you shall be rewarded with a good fat office.■ every attention paid him« but he survived the acciare now er
been done to secure the interest the town has in what
resuming the consideration. of. the proposed He knew he did not quote the gentleman’s language,, dent only five days.
^■«g to em
is called theold town Landing on the Mousom river
season.

finiteti States BeatslatutT

©ommunícatíons

In York, on the 9th inst, with a firm hope of meet
LA TEST. ER OM FRANCE.
her God in Peace, Mrs. Rebecca Kingsbury, re
Paris papers to the 24th of January, and Havre to ing
i
of the late Mr. Samuel Kingsbury aged LXXXI.
the 25th, have been received at New-York. The lict
!
New York Gazette furnishes the following ex- And
.
on the
1
loth, Miss Mary McIntire, her grand IkTOTICE is hereby given to the heirs of the estate
ir, aged 2t.
•
_
IN of Mary M. Lindsay, late of York, in thecoun21
tracts :—
1 daughter,
In Washington, Hbri. Christopher Rankin, repre ty of York, widow deceased, and all others concerned
The remains of Marshal Suchet were interred at
to Congress from Mississippi, being the third —That Matthew Lindsay Jon. has presented to me
Paris on the 23d of January. All the ministers at- sentative
:
Member of Congress that has died the present session. the subscriber, Judge of the Court of Probate, within
tended the corpse to the grave.
Letters from Amsterdam and Rotterdam, to the
In Eliot on Monday last, widow Maty Hanscom, and for said county, an instrument purporting to be
middle of Jan. state that very cold weather set in a aged 88.
the last will and testament of said Mary M. Lindsay,
few days before, and the shipping were ail frozen up.
In Kittery, on Saturday last, Mr. William Peirce, and that Saturday the fifteenth day of April next is
RUSSIA.
aged 52.
assigned to take the Probate thereof, at a Probate Couit
Letters from Petersburgh to the 8th of January,
then to held at York in said County, when and where
receivedin Paris, state that the* oath of fidelity to
they may be present and shew cause, if any they have,
SHXP
NEWS
Nicholas had been taken at.Moscow. The garrison
why the same should not be proved, approved and
and civil authorities at Warsaw, took the oath of fi
allowed as the last will and testament of said deceased;.
KENNEBUNK,
MARCH
25.
delity on the 2d. The Grand Duke Constantine,
Given, under my hand at Kennebunk, this twenty
who administered the oath to the Russian Guard, in
third, day of January in the year of our Lord eighteeri
MEMORANDA.
KBÎOŒBirNK.
person, left the house for the first time since the
Saco, March 15.—Ar. sch. OsSipee, Emmons, hundred and twenty six;
ie ocean.
s°°l)
SATURDAY, MARCH 25, 1826~ death of his brother. The Polish Senate received from Boston, 19th—Decatur, Woodbury, from New
'
JONAS CLARK.
ause it is a
the oath in the Castle, and the civil authorities in buryport ; Sarah, Page, Portsmouth.
March 25.
dprosPerityofa‘2
their respective departments. The Moniteur of
MOUSAM RIVER.
Portsmouth, March 17.—Sailed sloop Boston,
ntelligcnceand pit
Warsavz, of the 2d, published two proclamations by
4dva„ta* ty- an act of the Legislature of this state, certain Nicholas of the 13th and 25th December. In the Drisco, for N. York.—22d, ship Strafford, Bailey, To the Honorable Justices of the Court of Common Pleas
holden at Alfred, within and for the County of York
jividualb of this town, with their associates, for the first he announces his succession to his brother in all for Demaraiai
on the second Tuesday of February 1825«
0 nations.
irpose of improving the navigation of the Mousam his rights as Emperor of Russia and King of
ESPECTFULLY represent Anne SewallisingleAr. at Portland, 15th inst. sch. Azof, Patterson, of
s, are'placed i 4'; -jer, are authorized, to direct it from its present Poland ; and swears fidelity to the Polish Constitu
woman, Stephen S. Hodge, Merchant, Mary ;
tion, which he says shall not be altered.—In Saco, from N. York.
At St. Pierres, Feb- 19, a full rigged brig, of Ken D. Hodge, Elizabeth Hodge and Anna Hodge, single
Annel, so that it may empty into the sea in some the second he directs the course of adminis
vewSamh'**
women, all of Newburyport, in the County of Essex,
nebunk, ar. sam<t day from Wilmington.
lews, and n arrow an[i fice, where it may be less likely to be obstructed tration not to be interrupted, and justice to be ad
In Hampton Roads, 11th» brig Maine, Townson, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts—and Abner
ministered
in
his
name.
All
the
different
functiona

■¡ledges. And,. to render it more convenient for
1 «enwifling
Bagley, of Cape Elizabeth, in our County bf Cumber
of this port, for Cowes, first wind.
•ote the future good d ideation, they are further authorized to straight- ries are cqafirmed in their situations,
Passed in the Mississippi, Feb. 17, ship Gen. Pike, land, Merchant, and Sarah his wifejin her right, that
A
Te
ueün
waschaùnted
at
Warsaw
on
the
3d,
'^emsthe^fX jit
Iswherever
■
• may .be judged
- , . expedient.
.
they are interested in a tract of Land situate in Hollis,
it
The on the occasion of the accession of the new Empe of this port, from London.
¡info operation their„, iSortance of opening a communication to the sea ror, and a funeral service performed in memory of
zlr. at Wilmington, previous to 7th, brig Maine, in our County of York, and bounded as fallows, to
evils under which
Story, Guadaloupe. Cleared, sch. Midas, Weeks, wit—beginning at SaCo River one mile and an half
^vantages which thev m this village even by vessels of a small burthen, the deceased Emperor. It was reported that Con Norfolk ; Washington, Huff, Hayti.
from the upper bounds of Pattershalls lot (so called,)
stantine was to leave Warsaw on the 4th for St.
At Havana, March 1, Midas, of Saco, discharged. computed on a northwest course, thence southwest
be its natural 2 il be obvious to every citizen. Of its feasibility, Petersburgh.
lshe.d
its n<rSi te profess to entertain doubts. The doubting
Sailed from Alexandria, 16th, sch. Lucinda, Pat six hundred and fifty three rods, thence northwest1
The Count d’Orgaz has been appointed by the rick, Saco.
two hundred and forty rods, thence northeast to Saco
ut if on the contrary,, ever are found among those who embarked in
King of Spain, as Envoy Extraordinary to com
At City Point, 14th, Missionary, Wise, of this River aforesaid, thence by said River to the first men
hich enables theniJ
similar undertaking in olden time. But since the pliment the Emperor Nicholas on his accession to port, from Liverpool, discharging, and will sail for tioned bounds, that the said Anne Sewall owns one
public Spig
Boston, in a few days.
fourth of said tract in fee simple—And the said Ste
ar any burden, which lys
- of ninety three, the world has grown wiser. So the throne.
PARIS, JAN. 21.
Ar. at Charleston, 8th, Agenoria, Crediford, of phen, Elizabeth, Mary and Anne Hodge, and the said
)n good if they gen, c|at things are now brought to pass, that were nevSarah, wife of said Abner, each own one twentieth,
Extract of a letter from Milan, dated Dec. 24.— this port, Aux Cayes, 11.
"if wkh S h* 8eierOllS ?even dreamed of in the Philosophy of that period,
Ar. at Mobile, Feb. 21, Ferox, Lord, Turks Isl part of sa’d tract in fee simple—that their several
"ndividuaho 3? Iusof the Present day> U isnot a matter of any “A dreadful accident occurred yesterday to the
Diligence from Genoa : the boat which usually pas and.
rights and shares are in common and undivided With
Ar. at Norfolk, March 13, brig Callao, Simmons, other persons to your Petitioners unknown.
: public blessing • nJ •Jeat wonderment, that the former attempt to im- ses the Po to Pavia, was swamped or upset—diliWherefore they pray.that due notice may be given
10 ordinary embarrass. iove ^0 river, was not successful. The only thing• gence, horses, six passengers, two gendarmes, Cour of Boston, 35 days from Fayal. Passengers, Capt.
Glidden and 4 of the crew of the ship Sally, of New to all persons interested, to shew cause why their re
sh the prosperity of inich surprises us, is, that it should ever have en- ier, and two postillions, all drowned.”
spective shares should not be set off to them to hold
Jan. 18.—General Lafayette, who dined at M. castle, Me. condemned there.
,ress m business aiij Lej ^he imagination of the then inhabitants of this
Ar. at N. York, 10th, sch. Rebecca, Wood, of Sa in severalty, and that such proceeding may be had
grow^’to^^Sj iWn’that a naviSable river might be made in the di- Lafitte’s on the day when the prize for a poem on co, from Dominica, and 16 days from Ragged Isl thereon that their respective sharesimay be set off to
his voyage to America was conferred on M. Labat,
remarks.areofag^{action in which they
. thought
/
them to hold in severalty—And as in duty bound will
proper to turn it. It has returned to Lagrange to make preperation for and.
ever pray.
VESSELS SPOKEN.
that they are peculiar, 9es seem to us that every one, who was not so dim the reception of'the remains of M. Somerville, AFeb. 6, off Cape Antopio, sch. Volga, Cole, of
ANNE SEWALU
all must acknowledge F-hted, but that he could1 “ tell a hawk from a merican Charge des Affaires at the Court of Swe
ABNER BAGLEY,
den, who came to Europe with him in the Brandy Saco, from Jamaica, for Wilmington.
h more occasion for
SARAH BAGLEY,
” must have been at once satisfied of its wine, and who in his last moments expressed a de
4th, lat. 36, 30, Ion. 76, Rover, of Wells, 6 days
have indeed in this Bndsaw,
.
ELIZABETH HODGE,
J that economy
practicability, The slightest examination must sire that his body should be interred at the seat of Wilmington, for Cape Hayti.
ANNE HODGE,
hat activity and enter, ave
five discovered the existence of the extensive the General, his friend.
MARY D. HODGE*
mselves, and useful to ijdge, which now obstructs the mouth of the river
We are indebted tô the New-York National AdSTEPHEN HODGE.
ed on to point out an Jhd which frustrated all the hopes of the proprie- voçate for the following wonderful paragraphs :
By their Attorney, WM. P. HOOPER.
}ity, we have putfonU
AKEN by Executions in favor of Richard Cutts,
Copy, Attest—JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk«
A man was found frozen to death in his obscure
' of our public, spirit^Ars of the present canal. One thing still is certain. chamber in Paris. Fie was a miserable looking
Jun. and James Raitt, against Cyrus Rogers,
object could we refed previous to the discovery of the ledge, it was believ- wretch, who fed on bread and water. No less than
all the fight in equity which the said Cyrus has in re
STATE OP 1WAIWE.
n as inanimate as s j, by those who had undertaken the work, that 30,000 francs in gold and notes were found in a belt deeming the Farm on which he now fives, situated in
Y
ork
,
ss
*—
4t the Court of CoUimon Pleas begun and
ic:to improve our nat- ney should succeed in accomplishing their object, which he wore around his waist, and 100,000 francs Eliot, in the County of York, with the buildings on
held at Alfred within andfor the County of York$
were found in his mattress and concealed in the same, standing under the incumbrance of a mort
of Usii|lTindivMMherwise lt is not to be Presurned» that the Project more
'
09» the second Tuesday of February being the four
other parts of his garret. His relations, humanely gage to Capt. Elisha Goodwin of Eliot aforesaid—The
teenth day of said month, A. D. 1826.
IJ, exists only in the J°uld have been attempted. As this obstacle, then, sent a cart to carry him to Potters Field, but when same will be sold at Public Auction on Saturday the
N the foregoing petition, the Court order, that
fruit to sustain, r>j’yas the sole cause of the failure, to be consistent, they discovered his wealth they countermanded the twenty second day of April next, at one of the clock
the petitioners notify all persons interested, to
in
the
afternoon,
at
the
store
of
Jonathan
Hammond,
tcuse can we offer fo .^ose who at that time believed in the practicability cart
,
and sent a hearse, and attended as mourners.
appear at the next term of this Court* to be held at
Esq. in Eliot aforesaid.
His
only
friend
was
a
dog
who
slept
in
a
closet,
and
°Pellin£ a shiP
the seaYork, within and for said County of York, on the last
Conditions mads known at the time of sale.
in attempting to crawl into the quarters of his dog
Tuesday of May next, by causing an attested copy of
one to
a5î|10idd
be the same opinion. 1 he unfavour- ¿0 keep himself warm he perished. Fie was 70
PAUJ^ Deputy Sheriff,
the said Petkion and this order thereon, to be pub*
York, March 17, X825.
althand power whicMble termination of the former enterprize, affords years old, and was called Jeoffroy.
fished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Keo re
bone and muscle at! H0 good reason for a different one. That part of
The official gazette of Madrid contains the follow
bunk, three weeks successively, the last publ’caiion
wanting. ’
he
within the ledge, is by far the best and ing article in the shape of affidavit : Miss Elizabeth
to be thirty days at least, before said next .teim, that
icted^
°fiJeepest part of the river ; and the land through Cano, born in 1786, of delicate constitution, attain
all such persons may then and there shew cause, if any
ILL
commence
their
School
on
the
third
Mon

o°Jreibest qualified I) »hich it is proposed to give the river the new Al ed the age of 15 without serious indisposition : in
day of May, when the following branches they have, why the prayer of,said petition should not
1819 she was attacked with epileptic fits, which ter
be granted.
will be attended to.—Reading, Spelling, Writing,
iening the proposedcprection, differs in nothing from that where the form- minated in a deep sleep, which lasted three months ;
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, History, Astron
she
recovered
and
enjoyed
perfect
health
for
several
ir all the purposes w excavation was made. And near the western
Copy, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
omy,
Chemistry,
Botany,
and
Philosophy.
All
kinds
March 25.
v hundred
of Great Hill where the sea approaches near- months, when she again fell asleep, which lasted sev of Plain and Ornamental needle-work; Lace Veils
æôpk'Lnfe ldÎtet t0 the bed of the 01d ri-Ver’and where H is als0 en months ; she awoke and continued in good health and Edgings may be wrought so as not to be distin
until 1815, when she took a nap which lasted until
T2 the Honorable Justices ofthe Court of Common Pleas
set about it in « woposed that the new one should empty into the September, 1825, ten years! She lived however, but guished from those imported. Drawing, Landscape
begun and holden at Alfred, within and for the Coun
Painting
in
oil
and
water
colors,
Painting
on
Velvet,
ect has been permit ice an, it has been satisfactorily ascertained by ac- six days after she awoke, her frame being exhausted. Embroidery, Tambour, and Filigree work.
ty of York, on the second Tuesday of February A. D,
1826.
It is seldomuiat
experiment, that no ledge exists. The same. She remembered persons from their voice. We have
Terms of Tuition for the Ornamental branches, S3
our doubts of the truth ©fthis story, though told by per quarter.—For the common branches, gl 50. A
ESPECTFULLY represents John Taylor of Wa
“any w"®.ta«“wra30as therefore whioh induced the fo™e^undel- authority.
-Bw. Gaz.
terborough in said County, Trader, that he is
few young Ladies and Misses can be accomodiated
er benefit at a hiking, and which rendered success probable, are
seized in fee and as tenant in common with persons to
with board. Board including tuition, from $14 to 17
MISSION TO PANAMA CONFIRMED.
e navigation in the Moil' now afforded by the new route. And we can conyour petitioner unknown, of and in a certain lot of
per quarter.
Thé National Journal states that the Senate have
land situated in said Waterborough, containing one
id with those that have £ejve of no cause> why those who were believers in
Kennebunk, March 25.
acre and bounded as follows, viz. beginning at a stake
es of much
iwo> should now become inf dels. Among confirmed the nominations of Richard C. Ander
son, of Kentucky, and John Sergeant, of Penn
near the corner of the store now occupied by said
wouM gSy incraifilthe gentlemen of this vicinity, who have since ap- sylvania as Coipmissioners on the part of the Uni
Taylor, and opposite the house of Nath’l Burnham at
the corner of the road leading to Limerick, and thence
f.the place. It wonlinpeared on the stage of action, we believe there is ted States, to attend the deliberations of the Con
HE subscriber respectfully requests all persons in running by said road North thirty nine degrees west
h^interiortoour vwjbut one sentiment on this subject. That sentiment gress of the South American Republics, at the Isth
debted to him by note or account, to make im fourteen rods to a pitch pine tree marked on four
to our present fw k in üuison with our Own. We have always believ- mus of Panana, William B. Rochester, of NewYork, is appointed Secretary to the Mission.
mediate payment.
sides, thence south west eleven rods and fourteen
v/ould^S
that with a trifling expense, vessels, coasters at
All notes and accounts, which are not paid by the links to a small oak tree, thence south thirty nine de
The question on the expediency of the Mission
od, and would find here ¡least, might be brought up to the falls. Such is the was determined in the affirmitive by a vote of 24 to first of May will be left with an Attorney for collec grees East thirteen rods and eight links to a pine stump
19. On the confirmation of the nomination of Mr. tion.
JOS. G. MOODY.
by the road leading to Elder Hobbs’ Meeting-House ;
their surplus produce. ,nature of the bed of,the river, that iftheobstruc- Anderson, the vote was—-ayes 27, noes 17.—On the
March
25.
thence by the last mentioned road to the place begun
be opened, and ne\?irUons at its mouth can be removed, it will soon nomination of Mr. Sergeant—ayes 26, noes 18.
at; that your Petitioner’s share in said tract is one
jnze would be et ®
of sufficient depth for the purposes of naviThe Senate went into consideration of Executive
undivided moiety or half part of the same ; and that
he is desirous of holding his said share ot said land in
advantages withinafengation. And although it is possible, a ¿ar may be business at 4 o’clock Tuesday afternoon, and ad
journed after 2 o’clock Wednesday morning.
O be sold at Public Auction, on Saturday, the Sth severalty.
within a few rods ofthe generated at its mouth, no objection can thence be
Roanoake’s redoubtable champion has little cause
Wherefore he prays, that after due proceedings had,
day of April next, at the Store of John Storer,
1 sites for manuta^
proposed alteration. For if a bar for chuckling at “ doe-faces.”
partition
of said land may be made, and his aforesaid
& Co. in Sanford, a Farm containing about one hun

if
should be produced, it will not raise itself above low
dred and fifty acres of Land, with a House, Barn and share set off and assigned to him to hold the same in
BANKRUPT BILL.
JOHN TAYLOR.
¡selves' in order NfH water mark, and the depth of the water in the riva good orchard thereon, adjoining the land of Homer severalty.
A letter from a Member of Congress to the editors
By N. DANE APPLETON, his Attorney.
liages. Encourage®1 1 er consequent upon the rise of the tide will be suffi- of the N. Y. Mercantile Advertiser, dated 10th inst. and Moses Sweat, and formerly belonging to Jeremi
Copy, Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
ah Moulton. Said farm will be sold in lots or the
indastrious
mausinuua ...... j cient to answer every purpose proposed by the con- says—
whole
as
ma*
best
sub
purchasers.
by the laying
** I know not what to say about the Bankrupt Bill.
teniPlated canalJEREMIAH PAUL.
STATE OF MAINE.
qds inm
We are so sanguine that important improvements If it should not become a law during this session, it
Kennebunk, March 24, 1826.
York, ss.—At the Court of Common Pleas begun and
.¡e them
to
pw
will
be
because
it
has
not
been
brought
forward
and
Tonsidérations id j can be made in this river, with an expenditure of less
held at Alfred within andfor the county of York, on
discussed before this in the House.” 1
rtant Cuu««-- ,
the second Ttiesday of February, being the fourteenth
Other towns " j than a thousand dollars that we are anxious to see
day of said month. A, D. 1826and wealth, new# !, our citizens set about the work. We are desirols
N the foregoing petition, the Court order, that
ant our snail Ifc*
the petitioner notify all persons interested, to
»e were th# «« bf seeing some efficient measures adopted to effect
HE
subscribers
being
the
persons
named
in
an
act
MARRIED—In Lynn, Mr. James Lewis, to Miss
appear at the next term of this Court, to be held at
ork be commenced®1 1 an object of such extensive interest to the inhabitants
entitled
“
An
act
to
incorporate
the
QuampheYork, within and for said County of York, on the last
! will soon beac* of this vicinity. Why not be up and doing ? Why Hepzibah Tarbox, daughter of Capt. Nath’l Tarbox,
gan Manufacturing Company,” do hereby give notice
As a remarkable incident, we are informed that this
Tuesday
of May next, by causing an attested copy of
p ¡.procrastinate business of so much importance ; more gentleman has been four times married in the same that the first meeting of the Members and Stockhold
aayemphatW^''
ers of said corporation will be holden at the Counting the said Petition and this order thereon, to be publish
c/especially as there seems at this time none other to coat, and “ it is a pretty good coat yet.”
Room of Thomas Leigh, Esq. in South Berwick, in ed in the Kennebunk Gazette,'printed at Kennebunk,
S citizens.
,
Lynn Mirror,
t be done ? If there ever was a meet opportunity for
• three weeks successively, the last publication to be
ing, and as a
In Portsmouth, Mr. Thomas Warland, to Miss the county of York, on Wednesday the fifth day of thirty days at least, before said next term, that all
rom was Rome,*; t commencing the work, it is the present. Let genApril next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon for the
Catharine H. Remick.
purpose of organizing under the act incorporating such persons may then and there shew cause, if any
t llemen who have the ability, come forward and
^rivalled
they have, why the prafer of said petition should not
In Hollis, on Sunday evening last, by the Rev. S. said company. By
P^ed here 10 ^*
’give their aid to the project, and its accomplish Locke, Mr. John Young, to Miss Olive Hadley.
be granted.
1. Choosing a Clerk,
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk« ■
ariheo.,«' ment will be certain.
2. A Treasurer.
Copy, Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
:e that do most to I*
3. Such other Officers, Directors, and Agents, as
March 25.
MUSICAL CONCERT.
shall be thought necessary and convenient to carry
ti,itv becoming“1!^ Mr. Searle.—This celebrated performer on the
into
effect
the
object
for
which
said
corporation
is
es

DIED—In this town, on Tuesday last, Mary
Sncethew*; Piano Forte, Violoncello, and other musicial instru
Olivia, aged 3 years, youngest child of David and tablished.
4. To make and establish bye laws for the regula
al’a'l^’X.i- ments, we understand, will give another concert on Mary Little.
APE NEDDOCK POST OFFICE is this day
Thursday evening next, 30th inst.
tion and government of said corporation.
In
Saco,
suddenly,
Mr.
M
oses
J
acobs
,
aged
28.
,rriet,nf|ned
opened. All Persons wishing for the f uture to
THOMAS LEIGH,
In Cornish, 28th ult. Mr. David Pendexter, aged
send Letters to this part of the Town will direct them
WM. A. HAYES,
A new Manufactory.—J. C. Kelly, establish
to Cape Neddock in York.
ed a manufactory of tobacco fiifies, at New-York, 27.In Sanford, Col. Joshua Batchelder, aged,75.—
BENJAMIN NASON,
SAMUEL ADAMS, P.
TIMOTHY FERGUSON«
last May. About forty persons, principally females, Mr. Stephen Hobbs, 67—Mrs. Betsey Stanly, 65.
j March0, 1826.
♦
»are now employed in it ; and preparations are maSouth
Berwick,
March
9,
1826
Tto enquire
In Limerick, Mrs. Hannah Chadbourn, 8o&iwg to employ double that number, the ensuing
reason.
the old Iron Works and the six rod road leadhereto originally granted by the proprietors lor
; jse and benefit of the town ? I ask, Sc I hear the
SBiKK
, xioti fisked every day, what has been done to seI,; the interest the town has in this valuable propas a. public high way ScLanding? Whathaveour
1S [own to
xSes ; jtmen done in relation to this business ? Why js
property or any part of it permitted to remain
He possession of individuals ? the time is coming,
l0ble effort to
' k people ever get their nap out, when tfiis will
he most pleasant as vMl as business part of the
isthai Wight
n, Where is our town agent and what has he
e or doing to secure the town’s interest to this
perty ? Certainly jt aught not to be neglected, as
t >ad and landing it may at no distant day be valde to ¿he town.

PROBATE NOTICE.

R

Sheriff’s Sale.

T

O

~The~SR^GRANTST-

W

R

Notice.

T

Farm for Sale.

T

jXnjmcmiil

(Xuampfiegan Manuiacturilag
COMPANY.

T

O

Wtuarg.

NOTICE.

C

Sÿ ^.uthoniy r
rise Stale
How many ayenues there are to the grave 1
MONEY.
And yet so mercifully is the human frame
CWNfSESCL
constructed, that the springs of life can fre
OS. G. MOODY will take Hallowell and Augusta
quently sustain the most Violent disease and
Bank Bills, Thomas Agry and J. Merricks sig
natures, at a discount for Goods.He has just received'
survive the most agonizing disasters—still, in
one moment and by the most unexpected a quantity of Green Spectacles, Women’s Calfskin
class, n
eight
Shoes, which will be sold cheap. Likewise COLUM
means life becomes extinct, and the secret ar BIAN
SPELLING BOOKS by dozen or single.
row of the Almighty unfelt and unseen until March 4.
SOlSEOa ■
the moment it is on the wing hurries the un
1 Prize of
suspecting victim to the tomb.

KK!Xf.

J

MARCH.
The stormy March has come at last,
With wind and cloud and changing skies,
I hear the rushing of the blast
That through the snowy valley flies.

V

,

Ah, passing few are they who speak,
Wild stormy month ! in praise of thee,
Yet, though thy winds are loud and bleak,
Thou art a welcome month to me:

Wanted Immediately,

A little girl happened to hear her mother ma AAA Feet Hard Pine ™v W BER, of the following
speak of going into half mourning, said, u Why
mamma are any of your relations half dead ?” dimensions, viz 11 inches wide from end to end—

For thou to northern lands again,
The glad and glorious sun dost bring,
And thou hast joined the gentle train
And wear’st the gentle name of Spring»

6 inch thick and from 16 to 24 feet long—for which

be paid by
Men and things have their particular point a fair price will GREENOUGH
&-BODWELL.
of view. To judge of some we should see
them near—of others we judge best at a dis
tance.

And in thy reign of blast and storm,
Smiles many a long, bright, sunny day,
When the changed winds are soft and warm,
And heaven puts on the blue of May,

WHEAT.

A BUSHELS Vermont WHEAT of a superior
He whose bosom is locked against compas w wF quality, for sale by the subscriber.,

Then sing aloud the gushing rills
And the full springs, from frost set free,
That brightly leaping down the hills,
Are just set out to meet the sfea.

1 prize
3 «
5
9 it
1 a
36
36
468 ii
3780 ii

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

g50C<
100(F '
500
200
,
380
100
50
10
5

.3

is.
is %
â 25
is* ■
is
is
is
is

The tickets in this Lottery are formed by the J
sion, is a barbarian—his manners brutal—his
—ALSO—
ferent ternary combinations that can be made of J
mind gloomy and morose—and his passions
2 Hhds. prime West India SUM, two numbers, from 1 to 4 inclusive.—To deckle"
savage as the beasts of the forest.
by the Hhds.
B. PALMER.
prizes, on the day of drawing, 42 numbers, from;
42 inclusive, will severally be deposited in a wfe
and six drawn out ¡—There will be 20 tickets^
on them as a combination, three of the drawn J
bers ; 540 having two, and 3780 but one ofT'
OR Sale twenty-four feet and four inches in the drawn numbers. That ticket having the 1 st, id J
centre of the. house now occupied by Stephen 3d drawn numbers, will be entitled to
the 4th, 5th, and 6th, tp ^5,000. jy
Furbish, situated in Kennebunk on the road leading having
to
Kennebunk-Port. Any person disposed to purchase tickets having on them the 1st, ad, and
can know the terms (which will be very liberal) on and jth—1st, ad, and 6th, each $r,0oo. iy
having 1st, 3d, and 4th—1st, 3d, and jth-nt 1
application to
RUFUS FURBISH.
and 6th—ad, 3d, and 4th—2d, 3d, & 5th, eacUd
March 2, 1826.
That having the 1st, 4th, and 6th, will be 8 J

Feb. 25.

The year’s departing beauty hides
Of wintry storms the sullen threat;
But, in tby sternest frown, abides
_ A look of kindly promise yet.

Matrimonial Journal.—*A gentleman late

ly took the following meteorological journal of
his wife’s temper:—Monday, rather cloudy ;
in the afternoon rainy. Tuesday, vapourish ;
Thou bring’st the hope of those calm skies
And that soft time of sunny showers,
brightened up a little at night. Wednesday,
When the wide bloom on earth that lies,
changeable, gloomy, inclined to rain. Thurs
Seems of a brighter world than ours.
day, high wind and some peals of thunder.
Friday, fair in the morning, variable till the af
From the Portsmouth Commercial Advertiser,
ternoon, cloudy all night. Saturday, a gentle
Mr. Turell.—If you think the following worthy breeze, hazy, a thick fog, and a few flashes of
of insertion in your valuable paper, it is at your service. lightning.
My apology for it is in the language of Burns.
Some rhyme a nebor's name to lash ;
Some rhyme, vain thought ! for needfu? cash ;
Some rhyme to court the countra clash,
jin raise a din ;
For me, an aim I never fash :
I rhyme for fun.
Yours, &c.

As a.man should not construe that in earn
est which is spoken in jest, so he should not
speak that in jest which may be construed in
earnest.

HA, wha are ye’ wi’ sic a hostin,
Baith strength and spirits fast exhaustin,
An’ yet of a’ your mischief boastin ;
Say whence ye cam ?
Sicker to tither warld ye’re postin.
Speak now your name.

The noblest part of a friend, says old Felt
ham, is an honest bdldness in the notifying of
errors. He that tells me of a fault, aiming at
my good, I must think him wise and faithful;
wise in spying that which I see not; faithful
in a plain admonishment, not tainted with flat
tery.

Did you wi* snaw and cauld come here ?
Or frae the drouket cluds appear ?
I dinna ken, I winna care,
Nor wi’ ye grapple,
Ye’ve made a’ throats maist wrack in sair,
But Spared my thrapple.

CURIOUS.
On the farm of Solomon Woodworth in Cato, the
barrel of a gun has been discovered completely, em
bedded in the heart of a soft maple tree, the outside
of which was perfectly sound.

TO THE INFLUENZA.

Four /—Mrs. Spinning, of the town of Cato, pre
sented her husband lately with four daughters at a
birth, three of whom are ,doing well. This is in
dustrious and thrifty spinning.
N. Y. Adv.

Your face is red, as any claret,
As if gude strunt ye never fear it,.
Blaw not your nose sae I can’t bear it:
I hate the sound.
The mair ye try to claut an’ clear it,
The waur ’tis found«

EARLY SPRING.
The Harrisburg (Penn.)
Mentions, as indi
cative of an early spring, that /lights of pigeons and
wild geese on their way to the Lakes, have been
observed for several days.

Your bleerit een are ever dreepin’:
,
Ower your cheeks big streams are creepin ;
A kerchief t6 your face ye’re keepin’;
In vera faith
The copiousness of sic a weepin’
Needs a lang claith.
Ye’re mfeickle feckly and depressed :
Your voice is roupet and distressed ;
Alake 1 ye canna smell or taste,
What’s sweet or sour,
Your body leaks sae like a ghaist,
It maks one glowr.

Part of a House For Sale.

F

Those having the sst, 4th, and 5th—
—ad, 4th, and 5th—2d, 5th, and 6th—3d, ¿th,
5th —jd, 4th, and 6th—3d, 5th, and 6th—ad, J J
OST in Limerick on Wednesday 15th inst. a Sil 6th—ad, 4th and 6tB, each’ gz®o. The thtrV
ver patent lever Hunting WATCH, manufac tickets having two of the drawn numbers, and £(
tured in Liverpool by Hornby—Said Watch had
two the 1st, and ad drawn numbers will eadl
when lost, a ribon, seal and key attached to it—Who S100. The thirty-six ticket s having the 5th, and(
ever has found the same and will leave it at the Ga drawn numbers, will each be $50. All others haji
zette office, shall receive the above reward. Should any two of the drawn numbers, will be prizes ofd
the above described Watch be offered for sale to any Those having in their combination any one ofi
individual he shall be entitled te the above reward by drawn numbers will be prizes of S5. The blankd
giving information so that it may be obtained.
those tickets which have not either of the drawn dm
Feb. 25.
bers. No ticket which shall have drawn a supJ
prize can be entitled to an inferior one. Prizes ii
ject to a deduction of 15 percent, and payable iJ
days after the drawing in bank bills generally cunt
HE copartnership heretofore existing under the in this state. Prizes not demanded in one year di
firm of
the drawing will not be paid. This class will1
drawn as soon as the sale of tickets will justify it,
Portland, March 3, 1826.
is by mutual consent this day dissolved All persons
Tickets and parts in the above splendid Schen
indebted to the late firm are requested to make imme in a great variety of numbers, may be obtained
diate payment to John Adams, Jr. and all persons JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore. * Persons holdii
having demands against said firm are requested to ex
small prizes in the last class, signed by any vender
hibit the same for payment.
Portland, are invited to call and exchange them,
THOMAS DREW,
Orders by mail (post paid) enclosing cask
JOHN ADAMS Jr.
prize Tickets, will be promptly attended to, if
Newfield, Feb. 16, x8a6.
J. & J. DUNN, Portland, 01
N. B. Bnsiness will be continued at the old stand dressed to
J. K. REMICHj KenneH
by
JOHN ADAMS Jr.
March 10, 1826.

Fifteen Dollars Reward.

L

NOTICE.

T

John Adams, Jr.

Oo.

Please to take Notice.

J. <fc J. DUNK’S

Your name is spread the kintra roun’,
Your skreighs in biggins a’ abound ;
Aften I hear your hostin sound ;
And horrid groans.
Na baudron’s skirlings waur ane found.
z
Nor schraich-owls moans.

L

T

Ship Timber Wanted.

B

Ye hae an unco traveller been
From Florida to State of Maine,
An’ pawky-mang a’ classes gane
In ilka town.
The troth maun out,—I’ll tell ye, nane,
Luve sic a loun.
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Groceries.

Notice.

Whare’er ye gae, there’s much ado,
Bouks, sweaten, teasand barley broo,
Of these and countless sort of stew,
Ye’ve quantum suff.
Ane canna tak sic things wi’ gou*,
They’re biastit stuff.
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Shiptimber, Plank and

Trunnels.

W

Hoot, influenza, gang awa’
Wi’ host and weepin, aches and a’,
I’ll, tak to hain me frae your daw,
Some healsome lunch,
An’ doucely sip, what gentles ca’
Het whiskey punch.

Cash Wanted.

~

GOpD NIGHT 1
There is virtue in that word, ’tis worth a
thousand opiates ; it soothes the heart, it
cheers the mind, it steals upon the ear, soft
as the fleecy particles that fled from heav
en to kiss the cheek of innocence. Grant
me this one request, 1 ask no more—long as
the oil of life shall last and the pale lamp shall
glimmer, may each returning eve present
rne to a friend, yvlldSe life echoing the warm
feelings of the heart, can hushdhe world’s per
plexities to slumber, and cheer the lonely
hour with—a good night-

DR. SMART,

W

To Aet.
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Wheaton’s Itch Ointmal
37 1-2.

New Goods !II!

Great wrang ye’ve done, wi’ temper crabbit,
Ye’ve mony a dance and sermon stappit,
And courtin too, by aching haffet.
Or girning cholic.
Na chap wi’ you can feel at a’fit
For work or frolic.

Vol

IST OI? PRIZES iff the Cumberland aid OH
ford Canal Lottery, 7th class, which dtt
HE subscriber hereby gives general, and particuMarch 4,
lai Notice to all persons indebted to him either
by note or account, that the demands against them 4530 20 4886 10 5268 10 5366 5ft' ;
The thermometer was at 42 degrees below zero,
4586 20 4889 10 5290 10 5671 10
at Quebec, on the 1st February. This is the great must be settled and paid on or before the first day of
4586 10 4973 20 5300 10 5693 5ft
April
next.
It
is
hoped
this
notice
will
be
deemed
est degree of cold ever known to have occurred.
4589 10 4998 10 5303 10 5699 10
sufficient.
B. PALMER.
4620 20 5069 50 5329 100 5727 50
Feb. 25.
Coal, of an excellent quality, is said to have been
4622 50 5070 10 5345 20 5729 50 1
discovered in the lower part of the village of Pough
4635 10 5076 10 5359 10 5748 20
keepsie, N. Y.
4649’ 10 5117 10 5370 10 5770 100
4725 10 5129 50 5448 50 5772 10
s HE subscriber being about to rertiove from this
The Colombian Secretary for Foreign Affairs,
4762 10 5168 10 5472 10 5777 10
mentions in his official report of January last, that
place, requests all those who have demands a4810 10 5205 10 5526 10 5832 10 1
the establishment of a common system of weights, gajnst him topresent them for payment; and all who
4827 10 5232 10 5559 '20 5908 10 s
measures, and coins, for the New American State , are ndebted to him either by Note or Account, are
4864 50 5255 10 5575 20 | 5912 10 i
is one of the objects of the Congress of Panama.
4869 20 5259 10 5595 10 1 5919 10
called upon to make payment before the first day of
April next.
48 73 10
The report that Com. Porter had determined t
EDMUND PEARSON.
All tickets ending with 1—4—0—§ areentil
enter the Mexican service is contradicted. The
Kennebunk, Feb. 18, 1826.
to a S5 prize, in addition to the above, agreeable ,
true state of the case is, that he goes on1 a visit to
the scheme. J. & J. Dunn sold the above, andptiti
Mexico, on leave of absence, there to determine
of $5 to the amount of $4310.
whether it would be most advisable tor him to ac
March 11.
cept or decline the offer which was some time since
Y
the
subscriber
for
a
vessel
about
.90
Tons,
say
tendered to him, and which has been recently re
BEAMS, FLOOR TIMBERS, RISINGS,
peated by the Mexican government.
NAVAL TIMBERS, FUTTOCKS, KNEES,
BREAST HOOKS, 8 by 9 WALE PIECES,
TRUNNELS, af inch OAK PLANK, &c. for which
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINTMENT
a fair price will be given.
which has stood the test against all otherok
TIMBER, PLAMK, and WOOD,
ment, the price of which has been reduced from pt?
REENOUGH & BODWELL have just added
will be taken in payment for old debts, and those per 37< cents.
to their stock a large assortment of
sons against whom the subscriber has Notes and ac
ALSO,
4^
counts of long standing must not complain if they re
Dr.
DavenporVs
Billions Pills. :
ceive a call from a Lawyer, as this is the second call
which they offer for sale at reduced prices.
they
have
had
in
this
way,
For
the
time
these
Pills
have
been offered to the
March 4.
WILLIAM GOOCH.
lie, the sale of them has exceeded the most sangk
Wells, Feb. 7, 1826.
expectations of the proprietor, which may be ‘
considered an acknowledgement of their tnacp
tues.
HE subscriber about leaving town, is desirous of
They are very justly esteemed for their mild d
having his business to a cost? ; ht therefore re
safe operation as a cathartic in all cases where oo»
quests all persons indebted by Note or account to the
necessary—they are a safe,and sovereign remedy’
late firm of THOMAS WENTWORTH & Co. or to
all billions fevers, pains in the head, stomach and to
the subscriber, to call and settle the same previous to
ANTED by the subscriber a quantity of OAK els, indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, won®
the 1st day of April next, as all demands unsettled at
SHIPTIMBER, PLANK and TRUNNELS, and billions cholic—they are likewise an antidote
that time will be left with an Attorney for collection.
gainst infectious diseases, removing obstructions ofey
sufficient for a vessel of about one hundred and eighty
ery kind by dissolving and discharging the mofc
THOMAS WENTWORTH.
tons.
South Berwick, March 3,1836.
ALSO, 150 Spruice and Burgalum KNEES of a matter, helping digestion, restoring a Jost appetite
good quality, of a size sufficient for the upper deck of sure relief for costive habits. They are soaccom#
a vessel of 260 tons—For which a fair price and good dated to all seasons and hours, that they may be tak
in summer or winter, a.t any time of the day,
pay will be made.
regard to diet or hindrance of business. Their
JOEL LARRABEE, Jun.
ation is so gentle and effectual, that by expert
FI1HE subscriber intends going to Boston the first of
Feb. 18.
they are found to excel any other physic hereto^
A next month, and expects at that time to be
offered to the public.
wanting in point of funds, he requests those indebted
The genuine are covered with a chedc plate,*
to him to call and pay as much as they can previous
the design of the Good Samaritan, ana the ag®1
to that time ; he however does not expect any one
name thereon.
will put himself to any inconvenience whatever on his
OULD inform those who may wish for his pro
ALSO?
account.
fessional services, that he has removed to
N. B. All persons in this place are requested not to
Kennebunk.
>
Wheatons
Jaundice Bitters,
deliver any article to any person on my account with
He would alsoremind those, with whom he has un
out a Written order from me.
settled accounts, that the present is a proper season Davenports Celebrated EyeWdi^
March 3, 1826.
JOHN LILLIE.
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Kennebun
for their adjustment.
Kennebunk, Feb. 18, 1826.
by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N. Mdrrill-in
by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Druggist in Poft,F
THE BAPTIsffdJGJzlME~ tnd Boston, and by some persons in the priMf
HE Office in the new building adjoining the Old FOR J AN. and FEB. is received and ready for de owns from Maine to Georgia.
cowry
Brick, lately occupied by George B. Moody,
livery to subscribers at J. K. Remich’s Boek Get. i, 1825.
J. K. REMICH’S BOOKSTORE
Esq.
‘
D. WISE, & Co»Store.
March 3.
•
March 10.
.
Opposite, the Meeting

Notice.

Ye are a deadly fae, I trow,
An’ hae a dizzie aching now ;
I heard ye whaizling frae your mou’;
Our doctor kens ye$
Ye’re the vile cauld, that struts a* now,
The Influenza,

VARIETY.

Canal latten
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